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Everybody’s Talking
Dress dilemma: A groom’s absentminded mistake led to disaster 
when he accidentally left his fi ancee’s $2,000 (USD) wedding 
dress on the car roof and then drove away, leaving the dress to 
fl y off the vehicle. Lindel Cain, the bride from Adelaide, Australia, 
shared the mishap on social media. The couple was retrieving 
items from a storage unit when the incident occurred. Despite 
frantic efforts to fi nd the dress, it remained missing. The couple 
offered a cash reward for its return. But even with such a setback, 
the bride maintained a sense of humour, seeing the mishap as a 
future wedding speech anecdote.

Tomato trouble: A Nigerian woman stands on the brink of 
a potentially lengthy prison sentence for her online critique of 
a can of tomato puree, of all things. Chioma Okoli shared her 
discontent online about the excessively sweet taste of the product 
she purchased. Unexpectedly, her post snowballed, amassing 
thousands of comments. Despite warnings from someone linked 
to the food product company, she persisted in complaining online. 
Consequently, she faced arrest in accordance with Nigeria’s 
cybercrime laws. The company is suing her for signifi cant 
damages, citing negative impact on their business. In response, 
Okoli is fi ghting back, suing both the police and the company.

Exquisite treat: The chocolate made by the To’ak company 
stands out in the world of fancy sweets, made from rare Nacional 
cacao found in small parts of Ecuador. Priced at up to $490 
for a mere 50-gram bar, it’s not just candy, it’s an experience. 
To’ak sets itself apart by carefully selecting the fi nest cacao, once 
believed extinct. This chocolate undergoes a special aging process 
in wooden barrels, similar to aging fi ne spirits, giving it exceptional 
depth. Spices like Cambodian Kampot pepper further enrich its 
fl avour. Although above most people’s price point, To’ak’s distinct 
taste makes it a sought-after delicacy for those seeking something 
extraordinary.

Digital host: Spain’s adaptation of the Survivor TV show will 
feature a unique twist: a segment hosted by Alba Renai, an AI-
powered digital infl uencer. Despite her non-existent physical 
form, Alba was meticulously created based on feedback from a 
focus group of 350 young people, ensuring she embodied traits 
that were likely to resonate with a wide audience. Be a Lion, the 
team behind Alba, emphasizes the extensive human collaboration 
in her development. Claiming that no human jobs were lost in 
the project, they employ 32 people, including AI experts. The 
emergence of virtual infl uencers like Alba are sparking discussions 
on AI’s role in entertainment and employment.

Quoteable Quotes
“Our grand business is not to see what lies dimly at a distance, but 
to do what lies clearly at hand.” —Thomas Carlyle
“Character is much easier kept than recovered.” —Thomas 
Paine

What’s Happening
Aug 21 - Links fore Literacy Charity Golf Tournament 
2024 The Links fore Literacy Charity Golf Tournament is the 
Centre for Family Literacy’s annual summer fundraising event. 
Proceeds from the tournament support the Centre’s adult and 
family literacy programs. For more information, visit famlit.
cagolf2024

NON PROFIT organizations may submit fundraising events 
for FREE at www.coffee-news.ca. Please submit a minimum 
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Trivia
1. A large body of ice that moves over land is called a _____.
2. An earthquake is measured by its depth, magnitude, or location?
3. T/F—The constellation Orion’s second brightest star is called 
Betelgeuse?
4. TACOCAT is an example of a palindrome, imponderable, or paradigm?
5. What is a campanile?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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